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Moving vehicle target tracking based on improved Mean shift algorithm
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Abstract. This article proposes a tracking algorithm based on mean shift and particle filter
according to the characteristics of moving vehicles. Firstly, the algorithms establish auto target
motion model that the core is RGB color histogram. Secondly, using the Bhattacharyya distance
measures similarity of particle region and the target model, and updating the weights of particles
according to the similarity. Lastly, the measure improves the estimated position of the particle by
using mean shift algorithm, which makes the candidate regions of these particles can be more close
to the true target position. Experimental results show that the algorithm has good real-time
performance and robustness, and can achieve stable tracking of target vehicle.
Introduction
Moving target tracking technology[1] is widely used in many fields such as military, industrial
production, daily life and so on, which through the monitoring of the camera to capture video
images, and then real-time or subsequent processing, to the traffic management personnel even to
deal with the traffic problems has brought convenience.
This paper mainly studies the tracking of the vehicle, which directly affects the reasonable
treatment of the traffic problems. The tracking algorithms can be divided into two parts: one is the
traditional mean shift tracking algorithm has been widespread attention and extensive research
because of the characteristics of the without parameters, small amount of calculation, deformation
of the target, rotation changes adaptability. However, the algorithm is not satisfactory for small
target tracking, and the iterative process is easy to fall into local optimal solution[2]. Second, the
introduction of the particle filter algorithm and particle filter can handle because of background
clutter, occlusion caused by nonlinear and multimodal processing, can achieve parallel tracking. On
the other hand, the tracking robustness is strong, but the complexity of the algorithm is higher, it is
difficult to meet the multi target real time tracking. By reference to previous research results, the
mean shift algorithm and particle filter algorithm combined method make full use of mean shift
algorithm of real-time and particle filter algorithm’s robustness[5]. This measure greatly improved
the tracking effect.
Kernel density estimation and Mean shift Algorithm
A

Kernel density estimation
Kernel function estimation is a kind of nonparametric density estimation to characterize the
target, and the kernel density estimation is defined as a set of data points on a set of N data points
S = {xi }i =1,..., n
, Assuming its unknown probability density function is f(x),and the kernel
about
function is K h (x). The density of the x points can be calculated as follows:
1 n
(1)
∑ K h ( x − xi )
n i =1
Where x presents the central point of the kernel function, and the graph is symmetric with

=
fˆ ( x)
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respect to the point x. In one dimensional space, the kernel function K h (x) should satisfy the
following conditions:
1
x
K h (=
x) K h (− x) , K h ( x) > 0 ∫ K h ( x)dx = 1 , K h ( x) = K ( ) .
h h
Among them, h is the bandwidth of the kernel function.
By formula (1) the estimate of the kernel function can be understood as the weighted average of
the relative offset at each sample point. Usually we need to select multivariate kernel function in
multidimensional space, which can be obtained the radial kernel function by rotating the single
variable kernel function in R d space. Assuming that the distribution of the unknown probability
density generate the set
of xi(i=1,…,n).All of them are sample points .The count is N and the
d
dimension is d, and xi ∈ R .So the point of x’s kernel density estimation function in space can be
showed:
1 n
=
fˆ ( x)
(2)
∑ K H ( x − xi )
n i =1
Where K H presents kernel function that can be expressed as:
1
−
 −1 
K H ( x) = H 2 K  H 2 x 
(3)


In the mean shift algorithm, a single parameters for the h of the bandwidth matrix usually be
used, type (2) is changed as:
x − xi
1 n
)
fˆ ( x) = d ∑ K (
(4)
nh i =1
h
To sum up, as long as the sample is sufficient, the distribution of the characteristics form no need
to assume, and it does not need to set the parameters of the model. The kernel function is estimated
to be as close as an unknown probability density distribution function. In the algorithm, the
probability density of the eigenvalues is often expressed as formula (5):
n
 x − xi 2 
ˆf ( x) = ck ,d
(5)

∑k 
h,k
nh d i =1  h

Where C k,d presents normalized coefficient.
B

meanshift tracking algorithm
In this paper, we use the Mean shift algorithm to establish a histogram model based on the RGB
color distribution for the target region and the candidate target region of interest. In the first, the
target is detected by the target detection or by hand, and the histogram of the target in the feature
space is calculated; Then, the histogram of the current frame is calculated by the same method;
After then the similarity between the target and the candidate target is measured by Bhattacharyya
coefficient, and the weight coefficient and the iteration are updated; Finally find the optimal target
location. Specific algorithm steps are as follows:
a) In the initial frame image, the target area is selected manually, and a reference object model is
{qˆ }
established based on the RGB kernel histogram in the region: u u =1,..., M ;
{ pˆ u ( y0 )}u =1,..., M
b) The target center in the last frame is y 0 , The candidate target model
and the
M

similarity function

ρ ( pˆ ( y0 ), qˆ ) = ∑ pˆ u ( y0 )qˆu
u =1

should be calculated;

w
c) Calculate the weight coefficient : i ;
d) The new location of the target in the current frame y 1 , that can be showed as :
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 y − xi 2 
x
w
g

∑
i i 
 h
i =1


y1 =
Nh
 y − xi 2 
wi g 

∑
 h
i =1


Nh

(6)

e) Update candidate target model as

{ pˆ u ( y1 )}u =1,..., M

, and calculate the similarity function that is

M

ρ ( pˆ ( y1 ), qˆ ) = ∑ pˆ u ( y1 )qˆu
u =1

∧

∧

∧

∧

f) If there is the condition of ρ ( ρ ( y ), q ) > ρ ( ρ ( y ), q ) , the candidate target model should be
1

0

updated. At this time, order y 1 =0.5(y 1 +y 0 ) , and go to step e).
y − y <ε

1
0
g) If there is the condition of
, the iteration should end ,and naturally the tracking
stop; If not, make the formula of y 0 =y 1 , return to step b) to caculate.
As an efficient optimization algorithm based gradient, Mean shift has a faster convergence rate
and higher computational efficiency. But it is easy to fall into local optimal in the context of
background interference and occlusion, which can’t reach the global optimum. And when the target
motion property changes, it may cause the target to lose, failure and so on, which can’t recover. So
the effectiveness of the algorithm is at the expense of the cost of the robustness.

Particle Filter Algorithm
Particle filter is a kind of approximate Bayesian filtering method based on Monte Carlo method,
which provides an effective method to solve the target tracking in non-Gauss and non-linear
systems. Particle filtering method by looking for a group of spread in state space random samples,
and the probability density function is approximated. In order to achieve the optimal Bayesian
estimation, the posterior probability density should be approximated.
From the perspective of Bayesian theory, tracking problem is from a series of observation data
z
named 1:k to reason the state of xk in the moment of k. That is to construct a posteriori
p ( x0:k | z1:k )
p ( xk | z1:k )
probability density function, which is
, and the final estimate is
. The model
and observation model are as follows:

xk = fk ( xk − 1, wk )
zk = hk ( xk , nk )

(7)
Where X k presents the system state variable, W k presents system noises, and Z k stands for
system observation value. n k is observation noise. The probability density distribution of the states
can be expressed as follows:
pˆ ( x0:k | z1:k ) =

Where

{x

i
0:k

1
N

N

∑ d ( dx )
i =1

x0:i k

0:k

(8)

}

i N
k i =1

,w

is the set of particle to express System posterior probability density function
p
(
x
|
z
)
0:k
1:k .
named as
In practice, in addition to a small number of systems to meet Gauss, uniform distribution.
Usually we need to use some of the sampling algorithm to the majority of the non - standard
function of the sampling. In practice, the sequential importance sampling (SIS) algorithm is one of
the multiple sampling methods to realize recursive estimation.
A

sequential importance sampling
In SIS algorithm, the probability distribution is the same as that of
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p ( xk | z1:k )

.Probability

q ( x0:k | z1:k )

density

change formula of

is known and easy to sample from the distribution function. There we need to
q ( x0:k | z1:k )
as:

q ( x0:k | z1:k ) = q ( x0 ) ∏ q ( x j | x0: j −1 , z1: j )
k

j =1

Probability density function showed as
N, which can be set to
N

∑w

p=
( xk −1 | z1:k −1 )

i =1

{x }

N
i
k −1 i =1

p ( xk −1 | z1:k −1 )

(9)
of the first moment have sample points of

.That function can be expressed as:

δ ( xk −1 − xki −1 )

i
k −1

(10)

Update Probability density function in the k moment，which can be showed as：

p ( xk | z1:k ) ≈ ∑ wki δ ( xk − xki )
N

i =1

(11)

Where modified weight can be calculated as:
wki = wki −1

p ( zk | xki ) p ( xki | xki −1 )
q ( xki | xki −1 , zk )

(12)

Which weight normalization is:
N

wki = wki / ∑ wkj
j =1

(13)

B

Resample
There is a common problem in SIS calculation that is the particle degeneracy phenomenon. In a
continuous iterative computing process, the weights of most of the particles will become very small.
In order to ensure the total number of particles, the maximum of the particles are assigned to the
{xk ( i ) , wk ( i ) }iN=1 , so that the total
discarded particles, which complement the new particle set of
number of samples is kept constant..
The above method is to resampling, resampling is an effective solution to the problem of particle
degradation method. In this paper, the process is:

1) The random numbers in {µl ; l = 1, 2,..., n} among [0, 1], are generated. There needs the count of n.
2) The integer m is found by the search algorithm, which satisfies the following conditions:

m −1

m

∑w < m < ∑w
j

l

j

=j 0=j 0

(m)
3) Record sample of xk
as a sample of the new sample concentration.
4) Make the interval [0, 1] by type (2) into small cells about counts of n, when random number
(m)
I = (λm −1, λ ]
named µl fall on a m interval that is m
,so the sample of xk will be copied. Where

=
λi

λ i can be showed as:

i

w (i
∑=
j =0

j

1, 2,...n)

Particle filter algorithm can estimate the state of the posterior probability density function. In
order to capture the change of the state space, a certain number of particles are required to ensure
the validity of the sampling, So the number of particles increases with the increase of the number of
States, which leads to the increase of the amount of particles, which makes it difficult to realize the
real-time tracking of particle filter.”
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Combing Mean Shift and Particle Filter Algorithm
Based on the advantages of Mean shift algorithm and particle filter algorithm, this paper
combines the two algorithms. Using color feature of particle filter to track, and using mean shift
algorithm of particle clustering analysis in the process of tracking, which moves the particles to the
local advantages, and optimized to reduce the tracking a single target in the number of particles.
Therefore in updating particles, each particle are as much as possible get the larger weights, which
only fewer particles will be able to fully describe the target state. The concrete steps are as follows:
1) Initialization:
In a frame of a moving vehicle video image, the target tracking area is selected manually, and the
number of particles is initialized. A reference object model based on RGB color histogram is
i N

established, and the particle sets which are {x }i =1 generated, and the weights are N-1.
2) Prediction:
Updating the particle state with the state transition equation, which formula is
X k =AX k-1 +BW k .Using the particle set of k-1 moments to predict the state of each particle in K time,
0

~ i

{xk }iN=1 .

Where A presents unit matrix, W k is system noise,
and get the new particle position that is
T
B = [b1 , b2 ]
and
stands for particle propagation radius. By the way, b1,b2 are constant.
3) Mean shift particle optimization:
In the neighborhood of the propagation radius, an iterative optimization is carried out according
to the formula (6), so that the maximum value of the particle is converged to the maximum of the
{xk i }iN=1 .
neighborhood. Finally we will get the new particles that state is the set of X k named
4) Observation:
The probability density function of the observed values is obtained by the Bhattacharyya
distance between the candidate regions of each particle and the reference target model. Which can
be showed as:
 d 2 ( pˆ u ( y ), qˆu ) 
1
exp −

2σ 2
2pσ



=
p ( zk | xki )

Where σ presents mean square deviation. The smaller the Bhattacharyya distance is, the
greater the similarity will get, and the weight of the particle will larger. Therefore, the weights of
particles in the K moment can be obtained by formula (12), and the normalized weight is obtained
by formula (13).
5) Output target information:
N

p ( xk | zk ) ≈ ∑ wki ⋅ xki

i =1
The estimation of target position can be presented as :
6) Update template:
If the current position of the histogram and the current template Bhattacharyya distance is bigger
than a certain threshold value, which need to update the target template according to the type
(14).The formula is:
pnew = (1 − α ) × p + α × q , 0<α < 1
(14)
7) Resampling:
According to the importance weight, the weight of particles that counts are N is sampled from

i

N

the set of {xk }i =1 , and the weight value is N-1.
8) Make equation about k=k+1, repeat step 2) to step 7).
The algorithm flow chart is shown in figure 1:
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Manually select the target area,
establish the reference target color
histogram model

Particle initialization

Particle prediction

Mean shift Particle Optimization

The weight of the current particle is obtained
according to the distance between the target
region and the reference target.

Yes

Distance > Threshold
No

Estimate target tracking position

Update target
template

Particle resampling

Figure 1: Moving vehicle target tracking algorithm flow chart
Test results
In the experiment, the video of the moving vehicle is tracked by the method of this paper, and the
tracking results are compared with the mean shift algorithm. The effectiveness of the proposed
algorithm is verified in this paper. Manually select the moving target block diagram, a total of 351
frame images of the video sequence, the picture size is 350 x 240, and color depth is 24 bits.
Figure 2 is the result of a tracking algorithm using mean shift algorithm. As can be seen from
Figure 2, from the beginning of the 30 frames the moving target's speed get faster, which results to
tracking results began to fail .The target completely make failure in the fiftieth frame.

Fifth frame

Thirtieth frame

Forty-seventh frame

Fortieth frame

Fiftieth frame

Figure 2: Results of target tracking using mean shift algorithm
Figure 3 is the tracking results of the algorithm. In early tracking, the 5 frame tracking results
showed no obvious advantages compared to Figure 2; Over time, the target can still be accurately
tracked in the same frames of Figure 2. The effect of target tracking is not affected by the
interference so that the algorithm of this paper has a good tracking effect.
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Fifth frame

Thirtieth frame

Forty-seventh frame

Fortieth frame

Fiftieth frame

Figure 3: mean shift and particle filter combined algorithm results
Conclusion
From the above experimental results, we can see that the proposed algorithm in this paper has
significantly improved compared with the mean shift algorithm in tracking target accuracy. The
tracking effect is more obvious especially after a brief occlusion, which reflects the strong
adaptability.
Acknowledgement
This paper realized the car moving target tracking algorithm. The improved mean shift algorithm
takes full advantage of the mean shift algorithm’s real-time and particle filter algorithm’s robustness
by combining particle filter and mean shift, which make the tracking effect be greatly improved.
The HOG[5]-[7] feature representation and the Bhattacharyya coefficient similarity measure of the
multi target tracking algorithm can be used in the future research; In addition, this paper is only in
the ordinary PC machine to do the research. In order to apply to the embedded system, it should be
considered that algorithm be ported to FPGA and DSP[4] to achieve target tracking.
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